The logistic growth model is the most popular one in population dynamics, and considers the birth and death rates typical to the species as well as the effects of different mechanisms of consumption of resources on the dynamics of the biological system. For qualitative analysis of the behaviour of an ecosystem the ordinary differential equation (Otto and Day, 1995) :
is commonly used, where the parameter a describes growth rate, i.e. fertility, and the parameter h determines the intensity of extraction of specimens from ecosystem (as an example, the intensity of fishing in the case of fish populations in fisheries, which we use here, and further as an illustrative example scenario). Parameter K corresponds to stationary population size in the case of an absence of fishing, i.e., stationary solution of the equation (1) if h = 0. As K -1 describes the rate of reduction of the population size, this coefficient may be considered as the death rate of the population. Let us note that the stationary solution of the equation (1) x K h a st = -( ) 1 differs from K, and solutions of (1) tend exponentially to x st only if a > h. If this inequality is not true, the solution of (1) tends exponentially to zero. This means that the population dies out under such a fishing regime. If the fishing rate h is equal to the birth rate a, solutions of (1) also tend to zero, albeit not with an exponential velocity. This means that in order for fishing to be sustainable, it is necessary for the birth rate a to be greater than the fishing rate h. It should be noted that it is not just the size of the population that determines the fishing regime. Using the finite difference method, we see that the amount of fishing at time t should be approximately equal to hx(t)Dt. However, it may be the case that the entire volume of the population x(t) may not be suitable for fishing at the time t, and we can only rely on the average value of fishing hx(t)Dt. Sometimes it is possible to use a different fishing strategy: wait for a time period d, which, generally speaking, is a random time dependent variable, and only then remove the necessary amount of the population. Therefore, deterministic fishery strategies do not allow us to predict the dynamics of the population size and/or to determine fishing mode, especially if a » h. In this case, construction and exploration of mathematical models PROCEEDINGS OF THE LATVIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. Section B, Vol. 71 (2017), No. 4 (709) of ecosystems by using modern methods of stochastic analysis, as is done, for example, in Prajneshu (1980) and Feldman and Roughgarden (1975) seems to be more productive. Here we also use such a stochastic approach for qualitative analysis of the growth of a population, which in the absence of fishing is subject to the logistic equation (1) with h = 0. We assume that the parameter that describes the presence of intraspecific competition is sufficiently small and we introduce a small positive parameter e > 0, which will be used as a small parameter for the stochastic approximation of analysing the dynamical system. Therefore, we assume that:
• in the absence of fishing, the population growth is described by the logistic equation
with a parameter of birth rate a;
• only individuals who have reached a certain level of maturity are suitable for fishing, and fishing occurs at random time moments { ,
N are small, mutually independent and exponentially distributed:
• volumes suitable for fishing ex t e k k x ( ) -1 at time moments t k also are also random, their removal from the population is instantaneous, and therefore at these time moments the trajectory x t e ( ) is discontinuous:
where x k are independent identically distributed positive random variables with expectation Ex k = h and variance Dx k = h. As further on we shall take a limit if e ® 0, here we use a sub-index e > 0 for analysing the stochastic process by the previously introduced parameter e.
In the above formulas x k e t ( ) -means the left hand side limit. Let us note that the assumption of exponential distribution of time between any two discontinuities of the trajectories suggests that the probability characteristics of the dynamic system at any fixed time moment t is completely determined by its present value at the time t and does not depend on previous states of the model, i.e. guarantees Markov property of these random processes. This makes it possible to advance the method proposed in Anisimov (1995) and Korolyuk and Limnios (2005) of the diffusion approximation for switching Markov processes and construct a stochastic approximation procedure for impulse type differential equations with fast Markov impulse switching (2)-(4). The resulting differential equation for the mean value of population size and stochastic differential equations for deviations on the mean permit us to describe the probability characteristics of population dynamics.
AVERAGING AND NORMALISED DEVIATIONS { ( ), } x t t e ³ 0 defined by equations (2)- (3)- (4) can be proved to satisfy the Markov property (Dynkin, 1965 This permits (Dynkin, 1965) to analyse the probabilistic properties of any trajectory { ( ), } x t t e ³ 0 using the weak infinitesimal operator L(e) (Dynkin, 1965) , which is defined by the following formula for any sufficiently smooth function v(x) (Dynkin, 1965) :
e e e = + -
By definition for small s > 0:
and
Combining equations (6) and (7) and considering the formula for jump condition (3) we may rewrite the equation for weak infinitesimal operator in the following form:
As proved in Tsarkov (1993 Tsarkov ( , 2002 if the value a h -l is sufficiently large, the behaviour of the process { ( )} x t e on any finite time interval [0,T] may be approximated with the solution of the following ordinary differential equation:
to which we will refer as "average equation". This means that for any x e ( ) 0 0 ³ and T > 0 there exist such numbers e 0 0 0 > > ,M that for any positive e e < 0 we may write the inequality
where { ( )} x t is the solution of equation (9) with initial condition x x ( ) ( ) 0 0 = e . The equation (9) has two stationary solutions:
. The Markov dynamical system (3)-(4) also has a trivial solution. If a h < l then one can prove that any solution of the equation (9) with positive initial condition tends to the stationary point x 1 . Therefore, as it has been proved in Tsarkov (2002) , if e is a sufficiently small positive number, any trajectory of the Markov dynamical system (3)-(4) with positive initial condition tends to zero with probability one. If a h > l then stationary point x 1 is unstable, whereas stationary point x 2 is exponentially stable. Applying formula (10) we can confirm that for small positive e and sufficiently large t the population described by the Markov dynamical system (3)-(4) will be located in e-neighbourhood of the point x K h a 2 1 = -( ) l . The proximity of the population size to this stationary point may be estimated (Tsarkov, 1993; 2002) to an accuracy within O(e) by the normalised deviations:
This process also possesses the Markov properties and for sufficiently smooth function v(y) and infinitesimal s we can approximate:
E v y t s v y y t y s k k
Therefore, the weak infinitesimal operator L ( ) e of the Markov process { ( )} y t e may be decomposed to an accuracy within O( ) e as follows:
This means that the normalised deviations (11) may be approximated by the solution of the stochastic differential equation
with initial condition y e ( ) 0 0 = . If the initial population size is equal to x x e ( ) 0 2 = then the equation (13) has more simple form:
The difference of any two solutions y t y t y t ( ) (14) in a form of the Ito stochastic integral:
By definition $( ) y t is a Gaussian random variable with a zero mean and is not dependent on the t variance D $( )
Therefore, under condition a h > l the Markov process defined by this stochastic differential equation possesses an ergodic property due to any solution y(t) of equation (13) being presented in a form y t y t ( ) $( ) = + { ( ) $( )} y t y t -where the second term exponentially tends to zero but the first term is not dependent on the distribution of t. Hence, for a sufficiently small value of e > 0, if the initial population size is within e distance from the point
under condition a h > l , we may be sure that population does not leave the e-neighbourhood of the point x 2 and the population size may be approximated by Gaussian random variable V with the parameters:
THE DIFFUSION APPROXIMATION
Here we analyse the behaviour of the population under the assumption that the difference a h -l is proportional to the small parameter e, that is, a h c c -= ¹ l e , 0. Using this assumption, the equation (9) is not applicable because lim ( ) ( ) L v x e =0 for any x > 0 and any sufficiently smooth function v(x). Besides, the equilibrium point
proportional to e and we may not rush e to 0. However, for large population size K of order e 1 we have no infinitesimal stationer and the analysis of the dynamical system (2)- (3)- (4) . Taking into account that the switching times { , t e k k Î N} for this process are defined by equalities = et k , k Î N, we can rewrite the equations (2), (3) and (4) 
To achieve the diffusion approximation (Tsarkov, 2002) for the Markov process { ( )} X t e we have to apply the weak infini-tesimal operator L( ) e that is defined by this process to the sufficiently smooth function v(x):
and to pass to a limit as e ® 0:
This means that the diffusion approximation { ( ), } X t t ³ 0 for the process X t K x t e e e e ( ): ( ) ( / ) = -1 has the form of the Ito stochastic differential equation
To minimise the number of parameters in further calculations we will operate with the process z t hc X t
where
2 . In order to be able to conclude that the population will not disappear for a sufficiently long time we have to analyse the asymptotic stability condition for the trivial solution of the equation (20) . Hence, the point is an absorbing boundary for any trajectory satisfying this equation. Therefore, applying the method proposed in Tsarkov (1993) we can use the function v z z ( ) = g where g > 0 as a Lyapunov function for a global asymptotic stability analysis of the trivial solution. By applying the Ito formula to the process v z t ( ( )), we can derive the following equation:
Applying the mathematical expectation procedure to the equation above and taking into account that by definition inf ( ), z t ³ 0, we can write the equation
and therefore by Gronwall lemma we can derive the inequality 
It is well known (Doob, 1953) that 
that satisfies the equation (21). The distribution function for this process 
Let us denote p(z) as the density function corresponding to F(z). By definition of the stationary distribution of the Markov process defined by the equation (20) (Dynkin, 1965) we can look for the density function p(x) as the positive solution of the second order differential equation
Note that we assumed that the difference between the population increase, e.g. birth rate, and extractions, e.g. fishing intensity, is sufficiently small ec, and that the stationary population size K is of order e -1 where e is small positive parameter. Using this assumption we can make the following conclusion on asymptotic behaviour of the described by the Markov dynamical system (2)- (3)- (4) POPULÂCIJAS DINAMIKA, IEVÇROJOT TÂS ÎPATÒU NEJAUÐUS IMPULSVEIDA ZUDUMUS Izmantojot par pamatu Pçrla loìistisko populâciju dinamikas modeli, rakstâ veikta populâcijas pieauguma kvalitatîva analîze pie nosacîjumiem, ka nejauðos laika momentos salîdzinoði neliels populâcijas îpatòu skaits bieþi tiek izòemts no tâs dzîvotnes. Ðâda populâcijas îpatòu ekstrakcija notiek, piemçram, zivju populâcijâ, kur zivju nozvejas rezultâtâ nejauðos laika momentos no populâcijas dzîvotnes tiek izòemts nejauðs skaits indivîdu, lîdz ar to bûtiski ietekmçjot populâcijas dinamiku un tâs lîdzsvara stabilitâti. Rakstâ analizçta populâcijas lieluma asimptotika, piedâvâts varbûtîbu teorijas robeþteorçmâs balstîts kvalitatîvâs analîzes stohastiskâs aproksimâcijas algoritms patvaïîgam galîgam laika intervâlam. Analizçts populâcijas vidçjo lielumu aprakstoðs lineârs diferenciâlvienâdojums un Ito stohastiskais diferenciâlvienâdojums, kas apraksta normalizçtâs novirzes no vidçjâ. Atrasti parametru nosacîjumi, pie kuriem populâcija konverìç uz îpatòu skaitu, kuru apraksta gamma sadalîjums ar ðajâ rakstâ aprçíinâtiem parametriem, vai pretçjâ gadîjumâ -gandrîz droði izmirst.
